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Australia needs to do more in the fight against
climate change. We cannot continue to lag at
the back of the pack of OECD countries on
climate action.

Together, building operations and construction
account for nearly 40% of global energy related
CO2 emissions.

We need urgent climate action within the built
environment if the world is to slow down the
effects of climate change and reach the targets
set out in the Paris Agreement.

By taking simple steps, such as using more
renewable materials like wood, the built
environment can significantly help reduce
carbon emissions and help tackle climate
change.

Australians deserve better and we call on all
levels of Government to act now, by introducing
policies which will help minimise the negative
impacts of the built environment, whilst working
towards a greener future for all.

Policy Proposal



Implement Mandatory
Life Cycle Carbon
Calculation and
Reporting
Require all new building projects to calculate and
record their life-cycle carbon emissions using a
standardised method that distinguishes between
embodied and operational carbon.

Having a calculation and reporting requirement
develops familiarity with the methodology and
establishes the path for future regulatory restrictions,
like Step 2 of this Carbon Warrior policy. It also
collects data that can be used to set the future
regulatory limits.

4 Steps
Towards a
Greener
Future

1.

Set Embodied 
Carbon Targets
Set targets for overall embodied carbon of new
building projects. 

Specific targets should be imposed for material
efficiency, energy efficiency of production, and
decarbonisation technologies, with a focus on the
primary materials used in construction, such as
cement and steel, while supporting low-carbon and
nature-based solutions, like wood.

Having clear embodied carbon targets as
requirements for new builds ensure that developers
and investors include those targets in their design
briefs to designers. As a result, designers will begin to
work towards those targets early in the design,
avoiding high carbon solutions and recognising
carbon reduction opportunities as a part of the overall
design process. 

2.



Investing in renewable materials ensures that the built environment
can have a sustainable and positive future. 

Renewable materials including wood products and other bio-based
materials like bamboo and hemp provide possibilities for capturing
and storing carbon sequestered during growth – known as biogenic
carbon. Responsible and managed harvesting – ensuring trees are
replanted – has the potential to make a significant contribution to
decarbonisation efforts, as well as the potential to increase soil
carbon sequestration and mitigate biodiversity loss. In addition to the
carbon sequestration abilities of bio-based materials, the related
embodied carbon is much less than other more carbon-intensive
materials like concrete and steel. 

Australia’s total plantation area has decreased since 2008. As the
built environment attempts to minimise the negative impacts of the
sector, the demand for renewable materials has increased. The
demand will only grow in the future as more switch to renewable
building materials. Without a significant renewable material supply,
the built environment will not be able to sufficiently decarbonise
buildings and help tackle climate change.

Set 
Requirements 
for Bio-Based
Materials 

Introduce regulations requiring that new buildings are built
predominately with wood or other bio-based materials. 

This could be done by requiring a minimum amount of renewable
materials in a new building, for example at least 50% of all new public
buildings must be wood or other bio-based materials. Alternatively,
regulations could require that the primary structural frame of a
building must be built with wood or other biomaterials.

Setting specific requirements for use of wood or bio-sourced
materials leads to increasing carbon storage. Furthermore,
regulations ensuring sustainable sources for wood, leads to reduced
embodied carbon emissions.

Invest in
Renewable Materials

4.

3.



Let's Create a Greener Future

Last year, Denmark agreed on a national strategy for sustainable construction, introducing CO2
requirements for new building projects and was the top-performing country in the 2021 Climate Change
Performance Index. 
France, a leader in climate action, introduced a sustainability law that will require all new public buildings
to be constructed with at least 50% wood or other natural materials. 
Recently, the City of Amsterdam signed the Green Deal Timber Construction, which mandates that 20%
of all new housing projects in the Dutch capital must be constructed with wood or other bio-based
materials from 2025. This decision comes as the cityaims to achieve climate neutrality by 2050.
The City of Helsinki in Finland has material requirements in several district zoning projects. The district
zone of Honkasuo is a new community that utilises wood to the fullest as all local buildings are made of
wood – now and in the future. Other zoning regulations in Honkasuo, require buildings to have a primarily
wooden structure and to apply the principles of low-energy construction.

In the latest Climate Change Performance Index, Australia ranked last on climate policy and was the only
country to receive a zero in that category. Unlike Australia, many of the leading countries have sustainable
construction policies in place requiring the use of renewable materials.

It is time to learn from these leading countries and introduce sustainable construction policies now.

The four steps of this policy recognise the importance of renewable materials, like wood, in the fight against
climate change and help the built environment reduce carbon emissions. Furthermore, by investing in a
greener future, you are investing in green jobs. 

Urgent climate action is needed now, and these four steps should be adopted as we work towards a greener
future. Australia's future depends on it.

Be a Carbon Warrior today and help create a greener future.



Contact Us
For more information on the Carbon Warrior Policy Proposal – 4
Steps Towards a Greener Future, contact Carbon Warrior at:

About Carbon Warrior
Carbon Warrior is the environmental arm of the Frame & Truss
Manufacturer's Association of Australia aiming to create a
greener future by minimising the negative impacts the building
and construction sector has on climate change.
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Sustainable
Construction Policies
and Programs

Amsterdam – Green Deal Timber Construction
The City of Amsterdam’s Green Deal Timber Construction mandates that 20% of all new housing projects in the
Dutch capital must be constructed with wood or other biobased materials from 2025. 

To meet the agreement and qualify as a timber building, a detached house would have to be constructed with at
least 80 per cent timber or biobased materials. For multistorey housing up to 10 storeys, this is reduced to 65
per cent, while multistorey housing over 10 storeys must contain at least 50 per cent. 

According to the Amsterdam Institute of Advanced Metropolitan Solutions (AMS Institute) this move will lead to
an annual reduction of approximately 220,000 tons of CO2 emissions (equivalent to the average emissions of
22,000 households).

For more information: AMS Institute - Green Deal Timber Construction

Study by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research Study
A new study has been released showing what Carbon Warriors already know, timber buildings are essential in
the fight against climate change!

The study by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, published in the Nature Communications
journal found that if 90% of the world’s new urban population is housed in new timber mid-rise buildings, 106
billion tons of CO2 emissions could be saved by 2100, which is about 10% of the remaining carbon budget,
needed to limit global warming to 2 degrees.

For more information: Nature Communications Journal  

France – Sustainability Law
The French Government introduced a law requiring all new public buildings to be constructed with at least 50%
of wood or other natural materials. This includes all buildings constructed for the 2024 Paris Olympics.

This law aligns with the country’s aim to become carbon neutral by 2050.

For more information: Dezeen

City of Helsinki, Finland – Planning & Zoning Requirements
Goals have been set in the Carbon Neutral Helsinki 2035 Action Plan to promote timber construction through
planning and zoning requirements. The district zone of Honkasuo requires all buildings in the district to have a
timber frame and façade. This requirement was introduced as the City of Helsinki understand the importance of
timber construction in achieving the goal of being carbon neutral by 2035.

For more information: City of Helsinki - Sustainable Urban Development

https://www.ams-institute.org/news/signed-and-sealed-green-deal-timber-construction/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-32244-w
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/02/12/france-public-buildings-sustainability-law-50-per-cent-wood/
https://www.uuttahelsinkia.fi/en/sustainable-urban-development/wood-construction


Sustainable
Construction Policies
and Programs

Växjö, Sweden – Fossil Fuel Free City by 2030
The Swedish city, dubbed the ‘Greenest City in Europe’ is aiming to be fossil fuel free by 2030. In Växjö’s
declaration of becoming fossil fuel free they state, “Växjö builds in wood. We build passive houses, low-energy
houses and energy plus houses in close collaboration between the municipality, private sector and academia”.
Currently, over 50% of all new builds are built with timber, a target that was set by the city and reached in 2020.

Furthermore, the Swedish municipality’s steering document for sustainable development explains that Växjö
needs to build sustainably and continue to be a role model for wood construction.

For more information: Vaxjo Sustainable Development

Finland - Wood Building Programme & National Targets for Public
Wood Building
The Wood Building Programme coordinated by the Finnish Ministry of the Environment, has set national targets
for the use of wood in public construction. These targets were set as the Finnish Government identified timber
construction as a key measure for reducing regional emissions, as timber stores carbon dioxide in the building
stock. Targets have been set for the share of timber in all new public construction and for the types of buildings
with the greatest construction volumes, including a goal of 65% of timber construction of educational buildings
by 2025.

For more information: Finnish Wood Building Programme 

Canada – Green Construction through Wood (GCWood) Program
The Green Construction through Wood (GCWood) Program encourages the greater use of wood in
construction projects and supports Canada’s transition to a low-carbon economy. The program which provides
funding for the demonstration of innovative uses of wood products and systems was introduced as the
Canadian Government consider that ‘building with wood is one strategic way Canada can reach its 2030 climate
change target while creating jobs for Canadians and opportunities for Canadian businesses’. 

For more information: Canadian Government - Greening Our Built Environments with Wood 

Denmark – National Strategy for Sustainable Construction
Last year, Denmark agreed on a National Strategy for Sustainable Construction. The strategy will see CO₂
requirements for new buildings larger than 1000 m2 introduced from 2023 and CO₂ requirements for all new
constructions from 2025 onwards. These requirements regarding the climate footprint of buildings will be
phased into the building code in the same way other technical requirements of the building code.

For more information: DK National Strategy for Sustainable Construktion 

https://www.vaxjo.se/sidor/politik-och-demokrati/english/sustainable-development.html
https://ym.fi/en/wood-in-public-construction
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/forests/industry-and-trade/forest-products-applications/greening-our-built-environments-wood/16834
https://im.dk/Media/637602217765946554/National_Strategy_for_Sustainable_Construktion.pdf

